Our guide to culture
A manual to the way we grow with continuous success

Intro

Q. How does

achieve the goal of producing

the best and most innovative work in digital?
A. Culture, and that’s why it’s central to
everything we do and look for in our team

1.

Agency Culture

Let’s start with culture
“Agency Culture” comes with baggage and stereotypes (a status quo)
Like with our work, we kick the status quo out of the window.
Culture is not astroturf, beer fridges or ping pong tables.

2.

Agency Culture

Our value statement
Value statements are usually filled with buzzwords than can be repeatedly
found in every company and agency around the world.
The biggest value statement we can make is through the behaviour
and values of the people that make up the agency.
This also means our values should grow organically over time.

3.

Agency Culture

Which leads back to culture
If we value the right traits in our people, the success of
will be
reflected in the way we work, the work we produce, and the way our clients
identify us.
This is what constitutes culture. And it takes a specific kind of individual
to make this happen.

4.

Agency Culture

Every single day, ideas must be challenged for the better
It’s simply not enough to copy a blueprint that works if you want
to innovate continuously.
From our design work to the people in our business, we expect
a curious and inventive mind-set in everything we do.

5.

The Many Persona

8 traits of the Many persona

We value attitudes and behaviours over skillsets; skills can be taught with the
right attitudes and behaviours. The best of these will even drive themselves to
master the right skills.
Certain aspects are crucial to being the right fit for the team.
We value these 8 traits above all else.

7.

8 traits of the Many persona

01. Logic and strategic intellect
In essence, the ability to emotionally detach from a situation in order
to logically identify the best action to take in the best interests of the
company and client.
Logic and reason naturally lead to level-headedness during heat-of-themoment situations, and this has a direct positive impact on how our clients,
partners and network view us.

8.

A L W AY S

invite danger

“

“

Insuf ficient facts

8 traits of the Many persona

02. Clever and fanatical about knowledge
People who are happy to stay at the same level and constantly produce the
same work are not focused on improving. This simply does not work in a
creative environment.
We believe that no one expects to be more successful by staying the same.
We are obsessed about learning, creating, and improving on old ideas or
coming up with new ones.
As important as it is to be knowledgeable, it is just as or more important
to share knowledge and experiences. We must be not only fanatical about
learning, we must be fanatical about teaching.

10.

8 traits of the Many persona

03. Obsessive About Refinement
Able to thrive off of friction.
The clash of ideas is like the friction of stones; it leads to polished gems.
Understanding that a contrary view or criticism are not personal attacks, and
that there is no such thing as bad feedback.
Every piece of feedback is constructive when taken with this mind-set,
and a revolution of ideas leads to outstanding creativity.

11.

pro cess of all existence.

“

“

Change is the ess ential

8 traits of the Many persona

04. Guardianship and Leadership

It takes maturity of mind and character to fit into this type of culture.
It’s also synonymous with the personality of a leader who can take
accountability for our work and lead it from the front, regardless of
their position.

“

“

The maturity and the spirit of an Army General.

All great leaders also put the needs of the group before their own.
It’s a balancing act that the best in the world are adept at.

13.
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Evil cannot spread.

Bring altruism, helpfulness, honest y and candour.

8 traits of the Many persona

05. Innovation over Input
Hours worked, lines of code and checklists, are not the things
that make great work. They simply help complete tasks.
We do things differently. Not just in process, but in our output.
Our clients will remember us if we create a game-changer.
Simply ticking off the boxes just to hit deadlines is the furthest
thing from innovation we can imagine.

15.

8 traits of the Many persona

06. Strong Moral Compass
As a team, we are guided by a collective sense of right and wrong.
“Don’t be evil” is simply not good enough. Individually, and as the brand we
operate as, we must strive to uphold the highest levels of integrity and ethics
in all aspects of work that we do. We do good.
This moral compass guides us as we choose who we work with, what work
we do and why we do it. Ultimately, we should feel good about every piece
of work we produce.

16.

“ Yo u m u s t h a v e f a i t h t h a t t h e u n i v e r s e
“

History is replete with turning points.
will unfold as it should.

8 traits of the Many persona

07. Continuous Improvement
It’s not just client-facing.
By hiring the right people, focused on learning and innovation, we expect to be
constantly challenged by our team to change the way we work for the better,
rather than hand down orders on how things should be done.

18.

8 traits of the Many persona

08. Accountability and Ownership
We look for more than just team members; we want captains with
entrepreneurial spirit. People that would treat this business like their own.
Some structures are flat, some are pyramids. Instead, we believe the
business should be operated in various cells, each responsible for their
outcomes as if they were and independent business, but all working
in a collaboration and unison.

19.

Service ownership over
a standard structure

Ownership

Many believes in service ownership
over a standard structure
This enables freedom while giving the opportunity
for accountability to each business unit head.

Design
Team

Client
Services

Head of
Agency

Development
Team

Rather than hire managers, this allows us to build leaders.
By being responsible for a business unit, the right people
will make the right decisions for the business, all the way
down to Profit and Loss.

Project
Team

21.

Ownership

Which also means
The right leaders will always look to help develop their people,
keeping them in harmony with the values of many.
It requires good judgement, communication, dedication, courage
and directness.

22.

Success and false positives

What we do not see as success
Award wins – these are just ego boosts, and often mean nothing.
We don’t do good work to win awards, we do good work and win awards.
Projects delivered perfectly - this means we have fallen into the status quo,
and we’re not taking enough risks or pushing the leading edge.
Increased revenue or size of our team – a large team means we’re
inefficient and no longer nimble; we would rather be a team of 5 all
stars than 50 B-team players.
Revenue and success are fully disconnected. Enron reported it’s
largest revenue on record in 2000, right before it went bankrupt.

23.

Success and false positives

What we judge as success
An incredible team of overachievers.
We’re only as good as our best at-bat; but if we follow our vision
and values, we will build an all-star team.
We are truly successful when we foster a team the people not
only want to work with, but remain loyal to.

24.

Success and false positives

What we judge as success
Complete organisational autonomy.
Personal freedom and independence are a cornerstone of what we
want to build as a business. As a highly effective team, we can dispense
with rules, bureaucracy and complexity, in favour of self-governance
and discipline.

25.

Success and false positives

What we judge as success
Client growth and satisfaction.
As much as individual and team growth is important,
it’s vital we don’t lose focus on who we partner with: our clients.
If we are operating effectively, our clients and partners will
grow as a result of the work we do. This is the ultimate success.

26.

This is a living document
and will grow, adapt and change
as our culture changes.
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